Product Information Sheet
Automotive Document Management systems
From CMS Software Ltd

‘A range of flexible, tailored solutions to alleviate the
problems of storing, retrieving and processing large
volumes of company documents, invoices and statements.’
The key benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic storage of reports produced by the Dealer management
System (DMS)
Authorised method of storing official company documents. e.g invoices
Automatic filing of received documents using barcode or character
recognition.
Fast and user friendly desktop access to stored records.
Dramatically reduces filing time.
Better utilisation of skilled staff.
Elimination of physical storage.
Improve response time to customer/manufacturer
queries.
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Document Workflow Overview
Received documents
are scanned and automatically filed to the
server via barcode or
character recognition.

Reports produced by
the DMS are captured
and archived by the
document management software
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Important company documents are now immediately
available for retrieval from any configured workstation.

Scanning & Capture

•

Received documents are scanned and stored. The visual quality
of the scanned document is enhanced by the software where
there a need to improve readability.

•

The forms are automatically filed and stored on the document
management server by using barcodes or optical character
recognition capture of unique references .i.e vehicle reg
numbers, chassis numbers or customer surnames .

•

Our document software can scan and process all types of
delivery notes, statements, purchase invoices, cheques, transfer
journals and vehicle/customer related documentation.

•

Forms are now available immediately for retrieval from any
workstation. Continued on next page…...

‘Our system is capable of interfacing with the majority of
professional scanners using the standard ISIS interface. We
recommend the Canon DR3080 CII.

Retrieval

•

•
•
•
•

Licensing is controlled by the number of users logged into the
system at any one time (concurrent). Therefore the client software
can be installed on as many workstations as you like.
Unique identifiers, i.e. reference numbers can be entered manually
or by using barcodes which will provide greater efficiency.
Flexible Interface for viewing documents.
Documents can be emailed, printed or faxed.
Users can search on required department or document type. (This is
configured on a user/group basis.)

Archiving
Database and server maintenance is made simple by the use of the
archive module. Documents can be moved in bulk or
by specific criteria to other media such as DVD or a
different network. All archived data can still be
accessible by the live system if required.

Purchase Invoice Authorisation (PIA)

PIA takes advantage of purchase invoices electronically scanned and stored. Each
invoice can be sent electronically to one or more users, who are responsible for the
authorisation. If it is required, the user can enter a nominal breakdown for the invoice
(nominal account/amount/stock number).
When completed, and the total amount entered equals the invoice total, the invoice
is authorised by simply pressing the 'authorise invoice' button. Reports can be
produced, which allow for these details to be entered into the Dealer Management
System or exported directly to the DMS removing the need to key them.

Electronic Document Distribution (EDD)

Electronic Document Distribution (EDD) provides you with the ability
to send month end statements to your customers by email or fax in
one simple process. If your customer still requires a printed statement then EDD will allow you to print them on a laser printer, thus
removing the need to purchase expensive pre-printed stationary. In
addition you can attach all overdue invoices for that customer to the
statement, thus improving the efficiency of your credit control.
The electronic method of sending faxes is provided by Zetafax and is
integrated into EDD. This means that your incoming and outgoing
faxes can be controlled from your desktop. You no longer need a fax
machine, spare toner cartridges and large volumes of spare paper.

Features & Benefits
Features
•
Optionally suppress the output of zero and credit balance statements
•
Send overdue invoices with the statement
•
Additional documents can also be attached to the statement e.g. marketing
promotions, news letters, etc
•
Your customers will receive their statements more quickly and directly to the
correct person
•
Suppress the output of "inter company" statements
•

Benefits
•
Savings in postage charges, pre-printed stationary, envelopes, printing etc
•
Saving in labour costs associated with the process of
sending statements out each month
•
Improved efficiency of Credit Control as all overdue invoices can be sent with the statements

Case Study

‘Furrows Group is a large Ford
dealership with
over 400 staff at several sites.’
The Client's Problem
Furrows was being swamped by the volume of paper coming into the office on a daily basis. Each
month the dealership had to process 1500 invoices alone which meant hiring filing staff to stay ahead
of the tidal wave of paper!
Furrows use a Dealer Management System (DMS) to undertake many of their business processes, but
invoices were often mislaid or lost. They estimated that 3 people would spend at least an hour per
week locating originals before they could be finally dealt with. Meanwhile a copy invoice would arrive
and be paid, but when the original was found that would frequently be paid too! This wasted valuable
time and with non-regular customers would often lead to real difficulties in reclaiming the money.
Finally, during already demanding and time consuming audit periods, unnecessary delays and errors
added to the pressure! Furrows were looking for a ‘simple’ solution that replicated their existing administrative processes but radically improved efficiency by reducing the volume of physical paper used.

Our Solution
CMS Software introduced Adest Document Manager with the Bar Code module to their invoice handling process. Now invoices are entered into the supplier day book within the DMS and along with all
associated documents, scanned and automatically filed using bar codes into the Adest database.
A report is produced by the DMS showing all of that day’s entries. This report is then reconciled against
that day’s indexed items in Adest Document Manager. Invoice entry errors, omissions or mistakes
within the DMS are now quickly spotted and rectified. These errors have been reduced to such an extent, that checks will be run weekly, not daily!
The efficiency of the new process means that the business effectively gained time equivalent to one extra working day a month.

Business Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurable financial gains realised within the first year
Reduced filing saved salary costs of £12,000 p.a.
50% saving in paper usage worth £2500 p.a.
Improved retrieval time – saving £6000 p.a.
e-Fax facility means printing & copying reduced by 80%
Greater efficiency during audit period
No more mislaid documents
Improved cash flow
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